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A compound (containing Mn, C, O) is 28.17% Mn, 30.80% C.  A solution
of the compound containing 0.125 g in 5.38 g cyclohexane freezes
at 5.28 C.  What is the molecular formula?

We'll need to find the MOLECULAR WEIGHT to determine the molecular formula.  To do THAT, 
we need to find out how many moles of unknown are present.

Now, find molecular weight

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT
of unknown!
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Find the EMPIRICAL (smallest ratio) formula from the mass data given:

Convert this mass percents to a MOLAR ratio:
To reduce this ratio to small whole 
numbers (for the formula), let's 
divide each term by the smallest one
(in this case, the Mn's 0.512...)

So the EMPIRICAL FORMULA is ...

195 times 2 is 390 ... which is the closest we'll get to 366.
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56 grams of a sample contain 0.51 mole fraction propane and 
the remainder butane.  What are the masses of propane and 
butane in the sample?

How do we get from MOLE FRACTION to MASS?  Let's try changing units ...
Let's assume ... FOR NOW ... that we have a 
mole of the mixture.

Now, let's change these to masses. 
We'l need formula weights.

Use the ratio of
mass butane/
mass total to find
the actual
butane content
of the sample!
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So, for propane:

And for butane:

So the composition of the sample is 25 g propane, 31 grams butane!
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Commercial sulfuric acid (98% by mass) is 18 M.  What is the density
of the solution, and what is the molality?

Let's assume a liter of solution: We need to find the mass of solution,
so we'll have to calculate the mass 
of sulfuric acid

Now, we need to find the MASS of the SOLUTION:
... since the solution is 98% sulfuric acid

Now, find density:
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We can solve the rest of the problem several 
different ways from this point, but let's just 
keep our assumption of 1 L of the acid.

If we do that, we know the moles sulfuric acid, 
and we've already calculated the mass of 
solution and the mass of acid.

Find mass water by subtraction:


